
B–1 and the first
generative feature film.
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how do you make a documentary about a prolific artist who has been working
for over five decades, across multiple mediums, and holds an archive of over
500 hours of footage? director gary hustwit may have the answer.

GARY HUSTWIT AT A LIVE SCREENING OF ‘ENO’.

'eno' is the first documentary about the pioneering artist brian eno, and the first
generative feature film. the narrative is structured at the whim of 'brain one', the
proprietary generative software created by hustwit and digital artist, brendan
dawes. using an algorithm trained on footage from eno's extensive archive and
hustwit's interviews with eno, it pieces together a film that is unique at each
viewing. as the order of scenes perpetually changes and what’s included is
never certain, the version you see is the only time that iteration will exist.
"in some ways, the film is kind of like exploring the insides of his brain… it's
different memories and ideas and experiences over the 50-year
plus time frame."

DIGITAL ARTIST BRENDAN DAWES AND HUSTWIT GENERATING THE FILM LIVE.

according to hustwit, brian eno had no interest in making a biographical
documentary "because they were always one person's version of another
person's story. and he didn't wanna be anyone else's story."

"i started working with brendan dawes, the programmer and digital artist, and
we built a demo version of the initial software using a lot of the footage, music
and material from ‘rams’ (hustwit's previous film, scored by eno). 

i went back and i showed it to brian, maybe six months later, and he was just
blown away by it. he just said, 'this is something that i've wanted to do for so
long.' he obviously uses generative technology in his music and in his visual art,
but he hadn't done anything with video, and this is sort of a combination of a
generative art project and a traditional documentary."

how the software works is a combination of mapping the footage and coding a
sense of narrative structure, "looking at scenes and different types of footage
and using a taxonomy of what it's doing or representing. it's not just metadata,
it's emotional data. and then you have to look at what makes an engaging film:
there's a rhythm in the types of scenes and the connections between them, and
there's a feeling of progression as you're watching the film."

'ENO' AND B–1 HAVING ITS LONDON PREMIERE AT THE BARBICAN.

given the current discussions around ai and its impact on artistry and
authorship, creating a film reliant on the technology is a controversial but
inevitable move. however, the software that hustwit and dawes have built may
just hit the sweet spot where human meets machine; where the algorithm
works to respect the material and facilitate an artistic vision.

"i always say it's artist's intelligence, it's not artificial intelligence. because we've
programmed the system, it's not like we trained it on other people's films or
something. we programmed it with our intelligence to do a very specific thing,
which is to make this film but make it different, make it work from an editorial
standpoint regardless of what individual footage and scenes get put in.

"he had 500 hours of footage in his archive that we got access to. you can't
even get 1% of that into a normal film. so this approach was a way that we
could dip into a lot of that material, or at least have it be in the mix
somewhere… it's very good for dealing with huge amounts of information."

B–1 TAPE REELS AND CONTROLS GENERATING THE FILM FOR A LIVE SCREENING.

to accompany this one-of-a-kind viewing experience, we designed a hardware
version of 'brain one'. B–1 is a deck with two spinning reels and controls: play,
rewind, rec and generate; the latter being used to generate the sequences of
the film, which can be seen on the screen in real time.

"people just freak out when they see it, everyone wants to know what it's doing,
everyone wants to press the buttons, everybody wants to rock the reels.
"[B–1] is now this embodiment of the idea of a generative film. because there's
never been a generative feature film before. there's never been a generative
feature filmmaking machine before. so i think that both i and brendan, and
everybody that we worked with at teenage engineering, just like those kinds of
challenges."

you can see B–1 in action at a selection of the 'eno' live screening events this
year, each audience viewing a one-off version of the film. "there's something
kind of special about that. and i also think it's really important to get people
back into theaters. this is a way to help that happen, to create a unique
communal experience."

listening to plants with modern biology
MAY 23, 2024

modern biology, aka tarun nayar, plugs into mushrooms and he wants us to
listen. by sending a small electric current through mushrooms and plants
(anything with a bioelectric pulse) he creates ambient soundscapes conducted
by nature, inviting us to join him in paying attention to the life that is pulsing all
around us.

TARUN NAYAR, AKA MODERN BIOLOGY (PHOTO BY JOHANNA ROBERTSON)

"this approach grew out of 'the secret life of plants', a seminal book from 1973.
the first chapter focused on this guy called cleve backster, who was at the time
the cia's top lie detector expert. he got to doing these crazy experiments with
plants, where he basically was using lie detectors on plants to see if they could
tell whether he was telling the truth or not. in a lie detector, you have this little
sensor which basically allows your thumb to connect a circuit, and as you get
nervous, as you lie, you get sweaty and the connectivity increases. so with the
plants, all you're doing is placing the electrodes, with a tiny current running
between them, and as that current jumps up and down due to natural
bioelectric processes in the plant or the mushroom, that's when the notes go up
and down."

nayar uses a device which converts these impedance changes into control
voltage and gate signals that can be used as a generative source on a modular
synthesizer. he then riffs off this randomized composition, running the notes
through his synthesizers of choice, often an OP–1, adding effects to create
ambient soundscapes.

Modern Biology - Making Music
with Mushrooms 

! ✨ !

myco transmissions #music…
#shorts #synth #mushroomModern Biology

WATCH AND LISTEN TO MODERN BIOLOGY CREATE MUSHROOM MUSIC WITH OP–1.

"[the sensor device] is something that you can build for 25 bucks. i'm using a
'scíon' at the moment, from a scottish synth company. i've been drawn to the
way that these scottish guys have done it, i think it's the most elegant and
musical interpretation, but you can build your own [sensor] with an arduino or a
raspberry pi."

nayar is just one in a field of like minded artists who have turned their attention
to the natural world as a source of direct inspiration – the seed of which is often
attributed to the demanhur foundation with the release of the record "music of
the plants" in the 1970s. 

A MODERN BIOLOGY FIELD TRIP FEATURING OP–1 FIELD 

growing up playing indian classical music, nayar focussed on the tabla (wooden
hand drums), which he played in the band 'delhi 2 dublin', before adding synths
to the lineup. "i'd always been fascinated with synthesizers because they were
like the easiest way to create harmony and melody for somebody who didn't
play a melodic instrument."

"i was up on this little island north of [my home in] vancouver for most of the
pandemic, surrounded by nature with all of my synths. one of my friends
brought over… a plant bioelectricity converter, and we plugged it into the
modular synthesizer."

already far down the road of generative synthesis, nayar connected his first
plant, a salmonberry bush, and understood that he "could use the natural world
as the source for generative information"

MODERN BIOLOGY IN STOCKHOLM (PHOTO BY BETSEY GUSMAN @BETSEYPH) 

since then, nayar has performed around the world in forests (what he calls "field
trips"), and more conventional venues. he often begins by asking his audience to
take in their surroundings and forage for a sound source.

when we join nayar on his field trip in stockholm, it's early spring so we are low
on mushrooms, but flush with fresh foliage. he plugs into a cherry blossom,
which he picked up in town earlier in the day, and it begins to pulse. what
follows is a meditative experience that draws our attention to our bodies and
the environment.

"i've chosen to do these events outside with silent disco style
headphones,...there's something about the field trips itself with headphones,
where you're outside in community, but you're sort of in your own zone, and it's
really a prompt to connect with nature in a way that feels good for you."

"i think that there is this kind of ineffable magic that happens, and i think
everyone's experience is quite personal."

MODERN BIOLOGY IN STOCKHOLM (PHOTO BY BETSEY GUSMAN @BETSEYPH) 

"i do appreciate the movement that i've seen at the moment amongst synth
makers and designers, making stuff more portable, because i think that really
opens [things] up… just being out in nature gives rise to a whole other set of
creative possibilities, and having people thinking about that when they're
designing instruments is very helpful."

out on our field trip, a few kids get up to facilitate the electrical circuit by
holding hands, before a "mushroom tickler" is called upon to activate some
energy in a stone morel mushroom (poisonous but they eat them in finland).
nearby, a man stands in the middle of a clearing and faces the sun, catching the
day's last light.

explore OP–1 field pocket operator modular 400

behind the scenes: 
CM–15
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one year ago we released CM–15 into the world; our tiny, portable, studio
microphone with a large-diaphragm capsule, integrated audio converter, built-in
preamp, 3.5 mm jack and a 48v phantom powered mini xlr. it was a lot to fit into
a small frame – but we did it. all thanks to a dedicated team, including engineers
alberto and marcus.

ALBERTO 

alberto: i'm a senior electronic engineer and i design and develop electronic
systems for our products. my responsibility is often across the whole lifecycle
from block schematics sketched to mass production. in the case of CM–15,
since the r&d phase was so challenging and extended, i grew into being
responsible for the whole product over time, together with marcus.

marcus: i'm a mechanical engineer and i’ve been involved with all the field
products, including CM–15. the mechanical engineering process at teenage
engineering is very experimental and iterative and often requires unusual
solutions or customized parts in order to meet the design requirements. i have
been involved in most of these projects from the early design to finally putting
the parts on the factory floor and starting production.

MARCUS

can you tell us what the original idea for CM–15 was, and some of the
inspirations?

alberto: the original idea was to create a portable microphone without
compromising the quality you would normally get in studio settings, and one
that completed the field mini series.

marcus: The CM–15 project was initiated as a crazy idea to make a microphone
in the same size as the TP–7, which was the original product developed in the
field series. the size and thickness was designed many years before, but the
final form was heavily influenced by the field desk clamp system and many of
our other internal designs. it was actually frankenstein-ed together from an early
prototype of a speaker grille inspired by the OD-11 and a napkin sketch of a
microphone.

what were some of the biggest challenges you had to overcome when
bridging the design with functionality?

alberto: it's a long list! but first of all, power and power consumption. we had to
deal with an externally provided 48V input that is considered "high" in
consumer electronics, which has a limited current available. implementing the
automatic power switching between this voltage and much smaller voltages like
5V from usb and 3.7V from the battery, and doing it efficiently enough, was the
first challenge. 

the second challenge was size: we had to deal with huge resistances up to
500MOhm to provide a stable polarization voltage of 80V to the capsule, on a
very dense pcb and with the aluminum enclosure in proximity. when your circuit
functionality depends on such a big resistance, you have to consider elements
like moisture, dust and residue. proximity can totally disrupt the system. another
size-related issue was the limited space on the pcb that required a sophisticated
high-density design with digital and analog sections separated from each other
on a 55x20mm pcb, while keeping the noise level at 11dbA.

last but not least, acoustics: the sides of the CM–15 are quite thick, and that
created some acoustic imperfections that we had to compensate for both with
electronics equalization at the preamp stage, and at a mechanical level. the
parallel sides of the case created a standing wave at around 7 kHz that we
reduced by introducing a custom foam. this is part of how the sound of CM–15
came to be, from design limitations.

marcus: typically, microphones don't have any nearby walls to reflect incoming
audio near the capsule as it can cause cancellation or amplification at certain
frequencies. however, with some iteration and creative work, we were able to
tame the effect to a more respectable level. as a plus, the resulting frequency
response of the microphone works as a natural passive de-esser on vocals
which gives our microphone a unique character that can be hard to obtain with
other designs. 

with all that said, what were some of your favorite things about the project?

alberto: the friendship with marcus that grew from navigating international
manufacturing challenges is for sure number one. then the satisfaction of
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10代工学は未来の製品と
コミュニケーションを生
み出すスタジオです。
私たちのミッションは
先端工学を用いて上質で
機能的なデザインの
製品を作り出すことです。
是非、新たなスタイルで
音楽をお楽しみください。
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